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Zelenskyy, Son of Sedna
by Sue Kientz
Image Caption: Zelenskyy on Zoom showing scenes of worldwide demonstrations
(Wikimedia Commons, Author: Ing.Mgr.Jozef Kotulič)

Whether the Russians capture or kill Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, or he ends up conducting an
insurgency while in hiding or from a neighboring allied country, Zelenskyy will win this war. Dead or alive, he is
already a fiery inspiration and has passed into heroic status through his defiant determination and persistent
public communications regarding the senseless destruction of his country and the ensuing hardship of his
people. Born Sun/Venus square Sedna – see natal(1) and progressed bi-wheel below – he is suffering and
determination personified, both Sednan traits (think of Sedna as Saturn and Neptune combined, but vastly
weightier in power due to its 11,400-year orbit). And right now at 44 years old, Zelenskyy’s progressed Sun is
semi-square progressed Sedna. This is his defining moment, when his inherent Sednan stubbornness is most
appropriate and vital to reaching this apex of his life.
Zelenskyy became president through an improbable route. He appeared in romantic comedy films and television
shows, represented by his natal Sun/Venus semi-square Neptune and square Dwarf Planet Quaoar (named after
a god who danced and sang the world into existence, Quaoar enjoys playing and takes chances, and is therefore
prominent in charts of actors, entertainers, sports figures, and comedic pranksters). But before this
entertainment career, Zelenskyy obtained a law degree, an interest depicted by his Sun/Venus opposite
Mars/Dwarf Planet Orcus (the latter found in charts of those who prize order and rules, Orcus can also denote
obsessive-compulsive disorder traits, as there’s a high desire for perfection). Taken altogether, this is quite a mix
– he has a flair for the dramatic and can engage an audience, and yet he has knowledge of the law and
maintaining order, all helpful characteristics for a political leader.
Along the way, President Zelenskyy even performed standup comedy, aptly represented by his rising Gemini
Jupiter, sextile Saturn in Leo (denoting he was able to make a career out of being funny). Just prior to entering
politics, he actually played a fictitious president of Ukraine in the TV series Servant of the People that debuted
with his progressed Mercury (17 Pisces 46) square his progressed Neptune (18 Sagittarius 14) and trine
progressed Uranus (16 Scorpio 20). A scant four years later, he was elected as the REAL Ukrainian President,

with progressed Sun (16 Pisces 49) now trine progressed Uranus (16 Scorpio 04). Mercury then Sun trine Uranus
in progression shows a foretelling and then the reality of his achievement. Unfortunately, also like Mercury, his
progressed Sun squared progressed Neptune (18 Sagittarius 16) as former U.S. President Trump tried to bribe
him with javelin missiles in exchange for a phony investigation into soon-to-be U.S. presidential candidate Joe
Biden.

And if his life story sounds too much like a movie script, we might get the happy ending that we so wish would
come any day now, but which may have us glued to the TV for a couple of seasons. His progressed Sun is just a
few degrees (and therefore years) away and applying trine his progressed Mars.(2) News outlets and the U.S.
government are already signaling the public to brace themselves for a long insurgency, as no speedy resolution
seems in sight. But that’s OK, because we can look ahead as many others cannot. When that progressed
Sun/Mars trine perfects, his progressed Moon will bisect them, creating a minor grand trine.(3) Sounds like the
final episode will be worth the wait.
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I have confidence in Zelenskyy accomplishing this seemingly improbable outcome because I know Dwarf Planet
Sedna, and even more importantly, I’ve seen what Sedna can do in exactly the scenario in which Zelenskyy is
embroiled. Winston Churchill, as British Prime Minister, faced down his own menace from the east, Adolf Hitler.
Churchill was born Sun (7 Sagittarius 43) trine Sedna (1 Aries 36). When the British had to evacuate Dunkirk or
risk losing what was left of the British Army, Churchill’s progressed Sun (14 Aquarius 22) was also semi-square
progressed Sedna (1 Aries 43), like Zelenskyy. Days later he went before Parliament, just as President Zelenskyy
did recently via Zoom, and spoke the famous words that Zelenskyy reframed for his own situation, that they, the
Ukrainians, will never surrender. That’s determination, even in the face of the extraordinary pummeling his
country and his citizens are taking on all sides.
Both 1940s Britain and 2022 Ukraine faced and will face hard times. But one hopeful detail is, Zelenskyy’s
progressed Sun semi-square to powerful Sedna is already separating. Churchill didn’t have that benefit until
after the British defeated Rommel in Africa. Only then could he say, “…this is not the end. It is not even the
beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.”(4) With Putin finally pouncing, the world was
able to react at last, and it has with drastic measures. That was Zelenskyy’s end of the beginning.
Notes
(1) Volodymyr Zelenskyy, January 25, 1978, 2 p.m. MSK h3e (time zone), Krivoj Rog, Ukraine, Rodden Rating A,
https://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Zelenskyy,_Volodymyr
(2) Even if, God forbid, Zelenskyy is martyred, his progressed chart will continue to be valid, as the Ukrainian
people will carry on his efforts and make that future milestone in his life manifest. The operation of this “longlived progression” is detailed here: http://moreplutos.com/plog/Long-LivedProgression.html
(3) See progressed chart: http://moreplutos.com/articles/Zelenskyy-P2-07Aug2025.jpg
(4) See bi-wheel of Churchill natal and progressed to remarks after the El Alamein victory:
http://moreplutos.com/articles/Churchill-P2-10Nov1942-biwheel.jpg; Churchill birth data at
https://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Churchill,_Winston
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